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WEAK CONVERGENCE AND ONE-SAMPLE RANK 
STATISTICS UNDER +-MIXING* 

BY 

K. L. MEHRA 

1. Introduction. Let {X t:/=1, 2, . . .} be a real strictly stationary process 
(defined on a probability space (£i, J / , P)) which has absolutely continuous finite 
dimensional distributions (with respect to Lebesgue measure) and satisfies the 
^-mixing condition: Let M* and M%+n denote the sub-cr-fields generated, respec
tively, by {Xi'J<k} and {Xt-:/>£+«}; then, for each k>\ and n>l, Ex e Ml and 
E2 e M™+n together imply 

(1.1) \P{E1 n EJ-PiEJ - P(E2)\ <: <f>(n)mù, 

where <j>, 0<<£<1, is a non-increasing function of positive integers which ap
proaches 0 as «->oo. In [3], Fears and Mehra proved the Chernoff-Savage Theorem 
[2] concerning the asymptotic normality of two-sample linear rank statistics for 
sequences of observations which satisfy the above ^-mixing dependence. The proof 
uses the weak convergence approach of Pyke and Shorack [4] and is based on a 
Hâjek-Rényi type inequality for one-sample empirical processes under ^-mixing, 
which enables one to study weak convergence properties of the one and two 
sample empirical processes for ^-mixing sequences. The object of the present paper 
is to establish similar results for the one-sample linear rank statistics under <f>-
mixing, viz., the statistics of the type 

(1.2) TN = ±Jtc$r<rN<> 

where TN~190, -—I according as the zth order statistics \X\{i), l<i<N9 in an 
ordering of \Xk\, k=l, 2,. . . , N, corresponds to a positive, zero or negative X 
and {c%i'A<i<N} is a certain appropriate double sequence of scores. In the pro
cess we establish a Hâjek-Rényi type inequality (see (2.9)) for the one-sample 
signed empirical process VN(t)9 defined by (2.6) below, which should be of interest 
per se. The results of this paper are related to those of Pyke and Shorack [5] and 
are employed in a separate paper to study the asymptotic relative efficiency of 
Hodges-Lehmann type estimates of location and related rank tests for sequences 
of dependent observations satisfying 'mixing' conditions. 
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In section 2, some notation and preliminary results concerning the weak con
vergence of one-sample signed empirical processes are described. Section 3 contains 
an identity relating the signed empirical processes {LN(t):0<t<l} and {VN{t)\ 
0< /< l} (see (2.4) and (2.6) for definitions) and the main theorem concerning the 
weak convergence of LN and T%. In the last section 4, a convenient Chemoff-
Savage type theorem for the one-sample linear rank statistics TN is given. 

2. Notation and Preliminary Results. Let H0(F) denote the distribution function 
(d.f.) of |ZX| (Zx) and HN(FN) the empirical d.f. corresponding to the first N \X\'s 
(Z's) and let GN denote the empirical function 

1 N 

(2.1) GN(x) = - £ It\xt\<xi sgn(X<), 
Ni=i 

where sgn(Xi)= 1,0 or — 1 according as Xt is positive, zero or negative. Let 
RNi(SNl) stand for the number of positive (negative) Z's whose absolute values do 
not exceed \X\{i), l<i<N. Then RNi-SNi=NGNH^\ilN), where the inverse 
function H^(i), 0<t<l, is defined by H^\t)=M{x:HN(x)>t} (similarly #0~\ 
H-1 etc.) so that as in Pyke and Shorack [4] using summation by parts and the 
relationsrJV1=jRjV1-S

,
JNriand rNk=(RNk-SNk)-(Rmk_1)-Smk_1)), l<k<N, the 

statistic TN is expressible as 

(2.2) TN = 1 f cNi(RNi-Sm) = ÇGNHx\t) dvN(t), 
Ni=i Jo 

where cNi's are related to c^'s by 4y»=2fc>* cNk> 1<*<N anc* ^N denotes the 
(signed) measure giving weight cNi to (i/N) l<i<N. Assuming that 0<i7(0)<l, 
denote by m(n) the number of positive (negative) X% XN={mfN), F+(F~) the 
conditional d.f. of \XX\ given X±>0 (X^O) and 

( 2 3) H = ^ = A ^ + ( l - A^)F-

(H and G are both random and depend on N, but this fact is suppressed in the 
notation). Note that if we set V=1-F(0), then HQ(x)=HXo(x)=:F(x)-F(-x) and 
G0(x)=GXo(x)=F(x)+F(-x)-2F(0) are the d.f.'s of |Jfi| and |XX| sgn(Z]L) res
pectively. Further also note that on account of the absolute continuity assumption 
of section 1, (n/iV)=l —XN with probability one. Define now the empirical process 
{LN(t):0<t<l}by 

(2.4) M O = Nlf\GNH^(t)-GH-\t)]; 

then setting rjN=jl GH'\t) dvN(t), we obtain from (2.2) that 

(2.5) T£ = Nlf\TN-r]N) = CLN dvN(t). 
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To study the asymptotic distribution of 7$ , as JV->oo, under suitable conditions 
on the measures vN and the sequence {Z t : />1}, we shall study in section 3 the 
weak convergence of the process LN relative to various metrics. For this we need 
to study the weak convergence of the one-sample signed empirical processes 
{VN(t):0<t<l} and {V$(t):0<t<l}, where 

( 2 6 ) Vdt) = N1/2[GNHô\t)-GHô\t)] M d 

vm-Nu\HNH^\t)^HH^\t)]. 

We shall now prove a result similar to Lemma 2.2 of Pyke and Shorack [4] 
(see also Lemma 2.1 of Fears and Mehra [3]). 

LEMMA 2.1. Assume that the <f>-mixing sequence {ZJ satisfies the conditions im
posed in section 1, with 2 * = 1 «

2</>n/2< oo. Then given e>0 , there exists a 0, O<0< J, 
depending on e alone and an integer N0=N0(e, (j>) (N0 depends on {Xt} through <f> 
alone) such that for N>N0 

(2.7) P r s u p | ^ ( O M O I > s ] ^e, 
lp<t<d J 

where q(t)=[t(l-t)]{1/2)'d, 0<t<l9for some ô, 0<<5<|. The same result holds 
for FJV in place of VN. 

Proof. The proof is similar to Lemma 2.1 of [3]. Let 

and consider Af real points 0<^1<5'a<- • '<sM=0<%, with^=(^0/Af), \<t<M. 

Since £g t(^ri)//[x1>0]]==0 a-s-> it follows that for any 1 <j<k<M, 

(2*8) S ""T; x"t""â7 \ • r~7 7 
« 0*-i) « 0;-i) «(s*-i)«(^-i) 

£ S 2 (i/«'(s«-i))> 

the last inequality in (2.8) following from (2.3) to (2.6) of [3]. Now proceeding 
exactly as in [3] with ^[VMIqfà], ft^t^j^M^J-I^^M^i)], 
1 <i<M, and using Lemma 22.1 and Theorem 12.2 of [1] and the inequality 

(2.9) [q\sl)lq\sl_1)]<2 for 1 < / < M, 

we obtain 

(2,0) , r mas I a® k.] s &r1+^i r^f(i/^,))T; 
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(K, K+, K', etc. are generic constants throughout). Now since \FH^1(t)—FH^1(s)\ + 
\F(-ET\s))-F(-H^\t))\=\t-s\, we have for 0<,s<t£l 

(2.11) 1^(0-^(5)1 <Ç 1^(0-7^(5)1+ (l+hL+tM N^Xt-s), 

where 7iV(0=iV1/2[#2V#^1(0-']- Further from (22.17) of Billingsley [1], we have 
f o r ^ ^ ^ ^ + i 

(2.12) WM-Y^sdl <, \YN(si+1)\ +1Y^sJ+N^is^-Si), 

so that from (2.9), (2.11), (2.12) and the monotonicity of q, we obtain after some 
manipulation 

(2.13) 
sup 

{0/M)<t<0 

vN(t) 

q(t) 
< 2 max A ,' <4 max "K * ' 

i<i<M qfa) i<i<M q(st) 

+ (2+^+
1-^A [(2iV0)1/2/M(1/2,+']. 

Now for given s and 6 choose M and N sufficiently large, say N>N0(s, 6, $), 

.1/2 

such that 

(2.14) 
4Nd 

8 
>M> 

2N6 

s 
and P | 2 + — + - ) — ; > - < - ; 

(for large enough N (2.14) is clearly possible since v̂~~**3>0? as JV—>*oo, uniformly in 
mixing sequences {ZJ). Using the inequality (2.14) of [3] and (2.10) above, it 
follows from (2.13) and (2.14) that 

\2 
(2.15) sup \VN(t)lq{t)\ > (2e/3) u™*H i^(jj-M)d,) 

Further note that since HN(H^1(6lM))=0 implies that 

VN(t) < iV1/2pjv/A0)+((l-lw)/(l-A0))]i for 0 <Ç t£ (0/M), 

we have from (2.14) 

1^(01 

(2.16) 
sup 

p<j<(9/M) q(t) 

< 

>P [([©+O]ï<fînfWWM) = 0) > 1 -
Is 

The desired result follows from (2.15) and (2.16) if we choose 6 so small that the 
first term on the right in (2.15) is less than e/6. The proof of the inequality (2.7) for 
{V^:0<t<\} is similar. • 

Let C=C[0, 1] be the space of continuous functions on [0, 1] and Z)=Z>[0, 1] 
the space of right-continuous functions on [0, 1] that have left-hand limits. Let p 
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and d denote, respectively, the uniform and the Skorohod metrics (see Billingsley 
(1968) p. 115). Both (C, p) and (D, d) are complete separable metric spaces. Now 
let FN denote the empirical d.f. of Xl9 X2,... , XN and 

1 N 1 N 

(2.17) F%(s) = — 2 [̂o<xJ<a5]>
 FN(X) = T: Z ^[o<-x,<o5]i 

then setting * & 0 = ^ / a [ ^ ^ ( 0 - M * ^ ( 0 ] and V^(t)=N1/2[F^H^\t)-
(1 —ÀN)F~H^ (t)], it can be easily seen that 

n m lVà(t) = UN(FHô\t))-U„(F(OMl-F+H?(t)] and 
K } [vm = ûdnow-F-Hfim-ûxiH-Hô1®)), 
where UN(t) and O'JVCO

 a r e t n e one-sample empirical processes defined by 1^ (0= 
WlFifF+W-t] and U^^N^F^F^it)-)-^. Define now the processes 
{WN(u):0<u<l}, for N>0, by 

( 2 1 9 ) Wjfyt) = Vû(2u) if 0 < u < I 

= K&2«-1) if i ^ « ^ 1, 

where the processes are defined by 

(2 20) F J ( 0 = uo( W ( 0 ) ~ U0(F(0))[1 -F+Hô\t)) 

Voit) = UoCnoMi-Fnffl^COM-^oFC-flr^)) 
and t/0 is the a.s. continuous Gaussian process given by (2.21) of [3]. (See also 
Theorem 22.1 of [1]). 

LEMMA 2.2. Let the function q and the sequence {Xn} be as in Lemma 2.1. Then, 
as iV->oo, (i) WN->L W0 relative to (Z), d), and (ii) (WN/q*) ->L (WQlq*) relative 
to (D, d), where q*(u), 0 < w < l , is defined by q*(u)=q(2u) for 0<u<% andq*(u)-=-
q(2u—l)for \<u<,\. Also note that W0-process is a.s. continuous. 

Proof. First note that due to the assumed continuity of F, both processes UN 

and 0Nconverge weakly, relative to (D, d), to the I70-process (by Theorem 22.1 of 
[1]). Therefore it follows from (2.18) that the finite dimensional distributions of 
Wjv-process converge to those of PFo-process and that condition (i) of Theorem 
15.2 of [1] is satisfied. Now for a given function/on [0, 1], let coô(f), 0<<5<1, 
be the modulus of continuity of/. Then using (2.21) of [1] and the equality 

(2.21) | F ( H ^ 0 ) - i 7 ( H ^ s ) ) | + | F ( - ^ 1 ( s ) ) - F ( - - ^ 1 ( 0 ) l = | l - s | 

for s9t e [0, 1], it follows from (2.18) that co0(V%) and a)ô(Vû) can be made arbi
trarily small in probability for sufficiently small ô and sufficiently large N. Since 
Vx(t) -> , 0 and V^(t) ->„ 0, as t-+0 or 1, it follows that condition (ii) of Theorem 
15.2 of [1] is also satisfied for the W^-processes. Thus part (i) of this lemma follows 
from Theorem 15.1 of [1]. For the proof of part (ii), first note that since 

(2.22) VN(t) = VUt)-V„(t) and 7 # 0 = W ) + *7K0, 
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0 < f < l , the conclusion of Lemma 2.1 holds for VN or V^ in place of VN. In 
view of this last assertion, (2.21) and the fact that {V^{t)lq{t)) and {V^{t)jq{t)) also 
converges to 0 in probability, as f->0 or 1, part (ii) follows by using the result and 
arguments of part (i) as done in the proof of Theorem 2.1 of [3]. 

REMARK 2.1. Consider the process {W^(t):0<t<l}y N>0, with WN=£(WN) 

obtained through a linear transformation t\ D-+D and defined by 

J(g(0) = g ( ^ ) - g ( 0 for 0 < ^ J 
(2.23) X ' 

= g ^ y ^ + g ( 0 for i<t<l; 

for the transformation t, defined by (2.23), note that g e D'={f:fe 2>,/(0)=/U)= 
/(1)=0} implies /(g) e D'. Further for the process W%, we have W%{t)=VN(2t) 
if 0 < ? < i and W$(t)=V%(2t-l) for Q)<t<\; consequently W% and (W^jq) 
(N>0) satisfy, respectively, the conclusions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 2.2, where we 
have set V0(t)=V£(t)-Vô(t) and Vo(t)=K(t)+K(t). This is because /satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem 5.1 of [1]. Also 1?:C'~+C', where C' = {f:fe C,/(0) = 
( i ) = / ( l ) = 0 } , so that P[Wt e C] = l. 

Now define the processes {XN(t):0<t<l}, N>0, by 

XN(t) = XN for 0 < K | 

= ^ 3 f - l ) / « ( 3 f - l ) for | < * < f 

= VÛQt-2)lq(3t-2) for f < t < 1. 

The same arguments as in Lemma 2.2 show that XN-+L X0, as JV->oo, relative to 
(Z>, d). Thus using item 3.1.1 of Skorohod we can construct processes XN, 7V>0, 
on a single probability space (Ù, s/9 p), which have the same finite dimensional 
distributions as their counterparts XN, N>0, defined on (Q, &/,p) and which satis
fy d(XN, X0)~>a^ 0, as JV->oo. Defining now, as in Pyke and Shorack [5], 

m = NXN(0), ii= N-m for N > 1 and 

V^i) = q(t)XN{{t+\)l3\V^{t) = for N > 0 (0 < * <1), 

we have that (i) (1N, V^, V^) have the same finite dimensional distributions as 
(2.N, Vj}, Vtf), (ii) that the processes VQ and VQ are a.s. continuous and (iii) with 
probability 1, the processes V^ and V% have jumps of size N~1/2 and are otherwise 
continuous for N> 1. If we set VN= f%" ^N and VN= v£+ VN (N>0), it follows 
that 

(2.24) ^ - > a 8 . 0 and ( ^ ^ ) - > a , , ( K 0 ) F 0 * M ^ ^ ) - > a , . 

(?ot\ n~), as N —oo 

(relative to the product (Skorohod) topology of the space DxD). 
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From now onward we shall work with the space (Cl, <$/, p) with the symbol ~ 
dropped from all subsequent notation. The results asserted below, as pointed out 
by Pyke and Shorack [4], are generally valid only for the specially constructed 
processes, except for the implied weak convergence results which are valid for the 
original processes. 

Let the metrices dq and pQ be defined by dq(fg)=d(flq,glq) and similarly for 
pq, and Q denote the class of functions q' on [0, 1] defined by Q={q': there exists 
positive numbers K, ô, s (0<<î, e<$) such that qf(t)>K[t(l-t)]a/2)-0 on [0, a] 
and [l—e9 1] are bounded away from zero on [e, 1— e]}. 

Now since the processes V0 and V* are a.s. continuous, one can conclude from 
(2.24) as in Fears and Mehra [3] (see the proof of Theorem 3.1 of [3]) that V_ 
and V£ satisfy the conclusions of Lemma 2.1 and as iV->oo, 

(2.25) pff(^,7o)-*a.B.O and p,(7*, F*) ->a.B. 0 for q e Q. 

For studying the weak convergence of the empirical processes L^ and L^ in 
section 3, we need to prove Theorem 2.1 below, the counterpart of Theorem 2.2 
of [4]. To accomplish this, let KN=H0H]^ , K=H0H~1 and / a s the identity function 
on [0, 1], and note that under the conditions of section 1, p(KNiI)->a s 0 (see 
Lemma 2.3 of [4] and the proof of Theorem 3.1 of [3]), so that 

(2.26) P(VN(KN), VQ) < p(VN, V0)+(Vo(KN), V0) - a . B . 0, 

using (2.25) and the a.s. continuity of V0 on [0, 1]. In view of (2.26), Theorem 
2.1 can be proved with exactly the same arguments as for Theorem 2.2 of [4], 
provided we first prove the following counterpart of Lemma 2.5 of [4] (cf., Theorem 
3.1 of [3]): 

LEMMA 2.3. Under the conditions of Lemma 2.1, for given e, r > 0 (e, r < J ) , 
there exists a b>0 and an NQ such that for N>N0 

KN(t)<btx-* for t > - > l - e . 

Proof. Since p{KN, I) —>a>St 0, for given s>0 there exists an NO=NQ(S) such that 
KN(t)<t+s a.s. for N>N'Q. Since it is possible to choose a b=b(e) and a 0~6(s) 
such that t+sKbt1"7 for all t>6, the problem reduces to the consideration of the 
interval [0, 6] for sufficiently small d by choosing an appropriately large b. We 
need to consider only the interval [1/iV, 6]. Now using Lemma 2.1, choose 0 
and NQ such that for N>N'0' 

(2.27) P[EN]>l-e where EN={VNgq(t) for 0 ̂  t < 6}, 

with q(t)= [ r ( l -0] 1 / 2 ~ 5 and < 5 = T / 2 ( 1 - T ) . Now on EN 
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KN(t) = HNHx\t)-N1/2YN(KN(t)) 

(2.28) < ( t + i ) +N-lf*q(KN(t)) 

<2t+r1/2q(KN(t)\ for f < * £ 0, 
N 

which yields K^Kbt1-* for l/NKtKd as shown in the proof of (3.7) of [3]. 
The result, therefore, follows from (2.27) for N0=max(No, iVp. 

We thus have Theorem 2.1 below, for which we define 

V'N(KN(t)) = VN(KN(t)) for - < t < 1 - -
(2.29) A ^ N~ N 

= 0 otherwise. 

THEOREM 2.1. LWer ?/ze conditions of Lemma 2.1 and for q e Q, 

(2.30) M ^ ( ^ v ) , n ) - > * > 0 , as N - > o o . 

The convergence (2.30) a/so holds for ¥$, V*, or V^, V^ or V^, V^ in place of 
VN9 V0. 

3. Weak Convergence of the Signed Empirical Process LN. The basic identity 
relating the signed empirical process LN with the processes VN and V£ which 
enables us to study the weak convergence of LN (relative to various metrics) from 
that of VN and ¥$, is given by Lemma 3.1 below. Using Theorem 2.1 above, 
this identity and arguments similar to those used in Pyke and Shorack [4], one 
can deduce Theorem 3.1 below which gives sufficient conditions (on vN, Fete.) for 
the asymptotic normality of T^. 

On account of the absolute continuity assumption for the finite dimensional 
distributions of the process {XN}, the distribution of order statistics (lA^1*, 
| Z | ( 2 ) , . . . , |Z|(iV)) is also absolutely continuous. It follows as in [4] that, for each 
0<k<N, P[HH^(t)^t at all t except the points t=(ilN), 0<i<Nlm=k]=l. 
Thus, except at these finite number of points, LN(t) can be expressed a.s. as 

J (t\-V (K (MJL0^™-0^1® (u fW1" 
L M 0 = K A K ^ M O ) + (yt—t)N , 

ut—t 
where ut=HH]?(t). Further 

ut-t = (HNHxXt)-t)-N-1/2V$KN(.t)), 
so we obtain 

(3.1) LN(t) = VN(KN(t))-AN(.t)VUKN(t))+ôN(t), 

where 
(A , . GH-\ut)-GH-\i) 
\AN(t) = — — and 

(3.2) ut-t 

(d^t) = AN(t)Nm[HNH^(t)-t]. 
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Since for te [0,1] 

\GH„\t)-GH-\t)\ < XN\F*ïï${i)-F+R-\i)\ 

+(1-A*) \F-R$(t)-F-irHf)\ = \HH$(f)-tL 

it follows from (3.2) that {A^l and |<y <N~1/2. Also for points t at which 
HH^{t)=t, LN(t)= V£(K(t)). Defining LN(t) by left continuity at undefined points 
in (3.1), we obtain 

LEMMA 3.1. With probability 1, 

LN{i) = VN(KN(t))-AN(t)V£(KN(t))+aN(t) 

for all t e (0, 1), where AN and ôN are given by (3.2). 
Since XF+H^(t)+{l-X)F~H-f{t)=t, both F+EÇ1 and f-H^1 are absolutely 

continuous; let a%(a^) and a^(a^) denote the derivatives of F+H~~1(F~H~1) and 
F+H^iF-H^1), respectively. Now set 

(3.3) L0(t) = V&)-a0(t)Vo(t), a0(t) = X0at(i)-(l-XQ)a^(t) 

and,asinPykeandShorack[4] ,L^=L i v(^=(5 i V)on[l /^ , l ] ( on [ l / # , 1-(1/JV)]) 
and zero elsewhere. Then we have from (2.29) 

Pfl(Li„ L0) < ^(KJvCX^), F0)+p(^ iV, 0)Pf l(7Sr'(^), V$) 

+ P(AN, a0)Pq(Vt, 0) + sup | ^ | +N-1 / 2 , 
i-u/iV)<*<i q{t) 

so that in view of Theorem 2.1, 1^1 < 1 and the assertion about V* just before 
(2.25), it follows that for q e Q, pQ{L'N, L0)->0, as N->co, provided we show that 
p(AN,a0)=op(l) and sup1-(1/jY)<#<1 \LN(t)lq(t)\=o(l), as N-^oo. The second 
requirement follows since in the interval [1/iV, 1], 

IMOI = JV1/2|A^(l-F-H-1(0)-(l-liV)(l-F-fl-1(0)l < N^Xl-t); 
the first one follows, as in Pyke and Shorack [4], under the additional assumption 

3.1 below: (see Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 of [4]). 

ASSUMPTION 3.1. The functions FH-1 have derivatives a* for all r e (0,1) 
and for some A', a*, is continuous on (0, 1) and has one-sided limits at 0 and 1. 

Let D denote the set of left-continuous functions on [0, 1] that have only jump 
discontinuities. Then from pq(L'N, L0) ->p 0, it follows that L'N ->L L0, relative to 
( 5 , pq), as iV->oo. The same holds for dQ in place of pQ in above. We can now con
clude 

THEOREM 3.1. (i) Suppose that the (f)-mixing process {Xn} satisfies the conditions 
of Lemma 2.1, 0<F(0)<1 and Assumption 3.1 holds. If(\i)for a Lebesgue-Stieltjes 
measure v on (0, 1), Jj qd \v\ < oo for some q GQ and (iii) 

(3.4) LN d(vN—v) -> 0, as N -> oo, 
Jl/N 
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then T% ->p J0 L0 dv9 which is a N(0, a0) r.v. with a0< oo given by 

(3.5) a° = 8J0 Jo^Ki-*o(0)^(0-6o(0^(0] 
X [(l-b0(s))Vt(s)-b0(s)Vï(s)] • dv(s) dv(t\ 

where b0(t)=d(FH^1(t))jdt and VQ, VQ are as in (2.20). 

Proof. Since pQ(L'N, L0) ->v 0, the result follows from the inequality 

| Tjjf- [ \ dv\<\ CL'Nd(vN-v) \ + Pq(L'N, L0) Cqd \v\, 
Jo Jo Jo 

(2.20) and (3.2), provided we show the finiteness of a% For this it would suffice to 
show the finiteness of one of the four terms, say 

(3.6) ÇÇE[VtW;(s)]dv(s)dv(t); 
Jo Jo 

for the remaining the same arguments are applicable. Now setting c(s, t) as the 
covariance function of the £/0-process, we obtain from (2.20) that (3.6) equals 

rl r\(l-F-HôXs))c(F(0), FH»\t)) 

(3.7) 

where 

o jo 

-(l-F+HôXm-F-HïXs)) • c(F(0), F(0))-c(F(-H»\s)), FH?(t)) 

+(l-F+HôXtMF(-H»\s)), F(0))] • dv(s) dv{t) 

= f f E[i(XMX*)+è(XMXi)] dv(s) dv(t), 
Jo Jo 

7](x) = (l-F-ffS"1(s))g|,(0)(x)-g|,(_ i ro-i(s))(x) 
and 

Using F+HïXt)<kô\t), l-F+H^\t)<Àô\l-t) (similarly for F-H^\s)) and 
E\gs(X1)gt(X]c)\<24îk

/*1[s(l-s)t(l-t)]1i2, we obtain that there exists a constant 
K3 such that (3.7) does not exceed 

Ksj
1J\[s(l-s)t(l-t)]i}q(s)q(t) d \v\ (s) d \v\ (t), 

which is finite on account of the assumption J J q(t) d \v\ (r)< oo. 

REMARK 3.1. It can be easily shown (See corollary 4.1 of [4] that Assumption 
3.1 above is satisfied if either (ï)f=F' is symmetric about zero or (ii)/is continuous, 
H0 is strictly increasing and the limits Lima._>±00 [f{x)jf{—x)] exist. In case of 
symmetry of/, FHQ~ ( 0= (1 + 0/2 so that c0(f)=| and the variance (3.5) takes a 
much simpler form in this case. 
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4. A Cheraoff-Savage Theorem. Let v be induced by a non-constant function 
—/, of bounded variation on (s, 1—e) for every £>0, and let J^O—Cm on 
(/—1/iV, //JV] for l<i<Nand/iV(0)==/ivr(0+). Then we can write 

N1/2lTN-Cj(H)dG\ = T£+yN, where 7iV = N1/2 F[JN(H)-J(H)] dG. 

It can be shown under the conditions of Proposition 5.1 of [4], that 7 ^ = ^ ( 1 ) 
and (3.4) holds, as JV->oo. Consequently, we obtain under the additional hypothesis 
(i) of Theorem 3.1 that 

(4.1) N1/2ÏTN- j * J(H) do\ ->LN(0, at), 

as iV->oo, with a0 given by (3.5). We can, however, further improve this result by 
replacing in (4.1) the random quantity Jj J(H) dG by the fixed quantity Jj J(H0) dG0. 
The following theorem can be compiled by following the arguments of Theorem 1 
of Pyke and Shorack [6]. 

THEOREM 4.1. Suppose the hypothesis (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.1 hold and 

N-1'21 Ki-wim A (jv-i/iv))| < ôN 

with ôN=o(l) as N-+CO. Then the statistic 

fN = NHTX- J\H0) dG0~\ -+Lj* L0 dv, 

a N(0, (TQ) r.v. with o\ given by (3.5). 

Proof. Similar to that of Theorem 1 of [6]. 
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